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Abstract

This paper explores a method which can improve both IP detection rate and reduce false positive rate in DDoS attack packet filtering using counting Bloom filter. False positive occurs due to inherent characteristic of Bloom filter. We examine a technique, "decrease-all-by-one", that can improve bot detection performance without false positive rate increase and we prove an optimized condition in which "decrease-all-by-one" operation should be performed through simulation experiments.
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1. Introduction

There have been many DDoS attack packet filtering method using a traditional counting Bloom filter(CBF) [1]. the most widely known problem that Bloom filter(BF) inherently has is a presence of false positive(FP). In the view of DDoS security, FP means a fault in which a packet sent from normal user is determined as bot packet.

Ji Hun Ha el al. [2] present a "decrease-all-by-one" technique which can reduce FP rate. It decreases all field of Bloom filter array by 1 at a specific condition in which the probability of FP occurrence become increased. they defined the pre-mentioned condition depend on the following mathematical formula.

\[(1 - \frac{1}{m})^n \leq \frac{1}{2}\]

In this formula, k is the number of hash functions, m is BF array size and n is the number of inserted packets. they explain that if the non-zero portion exceeds the 50%(1/2) of the total BF array, the probability of FP become increased over 50%. It, however, is difficult for this premise to be applied into CBF because the non-zero portion doesn't directly affect FP rate in CBF. In fact, a factor affecting FP rate in CBF is the ratio of fields counted up to a count threshold.

In this paper, we experiment on the specific point of time when "decrease-all-by-one" is performed in DDoS attack packet filtering using CBF. After experiments, we analyze a result data so that we estimate an optimized condition.

2. Simulation "Decrease-All-By-One".
We assume a fixed DDoS attack situation for the experiment on bot IP detection performance and FP. Each randomly generated 100,000 bot source IP and 2M normal source IP are added into CBF at 100pps rate and 2000pps rate individually. The size of BF array is 32768 byte and the count threshold of each field of array is four. In addition, four hash functions are used. A IP address is hashed by 4 hash functions, each result value from hash functions passes an modulo 32768B operation so that the count values of field of index corresponding with the result value are increased by one. If count values of four corresponding fields exceed threshold (we use 4), the packet is determined as attacking packet.

In the future work, we will find a normalized mathematical formula with variety variable for obtaining better than others.

3. Conclusions

we think that a"decrease-all-by-one" operation is critical method to accomplish high bot IP detect performance and low FP rate. However, if a "decrease-all-by-one" operation occur much frequently, CBF cannot have a enough bot information so that cannot distinguish bot IP among surged traffics. On the other hand, if a "decrease-all-by-one" operation occur too slowly, normal packets cannot pass through CBF(false positive). we prove that there exists a appropriate condition to improve a "decrease-all-by-one" operation. In the future work, we will find a normalized mathematical formula with variety variable in real network system for DDoS attack filtering using the CBF.
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